
DATA ANALYSIS
Week 2: Summarizing and visualizing data



logistics

- problem set 1 / opt-out deadline: Feb 5 

- recommended: odd problems have solutions at the back of the textbook

- usual office hours

- Prof. Kumar: Wed 2-4 (in-person) and Thurs 2-4 (zoom)

- Yanevith: Sun, 3.30 pm - 5 pm

- Whitt: Mon, 7 pm - 8.30 pm

- additional office hours:

- Prof. Kumar: Feb 5 (Mon), 10-11.30 and 4.30-5.30 [in-person]



recap

- what we covered:

- course overview

- statistical thinking / scales of measurement / research methods

- your to-dos:

- try: week 1 quiz

- apply: problem set #1 (chapter 1 problems)

- apply: optional meme / discussion board post

- prep: Chapter 2 from textbook



today’s 
agenda

why summarize?

summarization methods

data visualization



why summarize?

- a researcher gives 25 participants a list of 10 words.  After 10 minutes, they are asked to 

write down the words they remember - these words are then counted. The list of scores is:

7, 8, 5, 8, 5, 6, 9, 6, 5, 7, 7, 8, 3, 8, 7, 9, 3, 7, 8, 7, 6, 8, 5, 10, 7

- scale of measurement (NOIR)?

- why would the researcher summarize these scores? what purpose does summarization 

serve over and above simply presenting the raw scores / data points?

- statistical thinking is about explaining the complex world in simple terms

- summarization helps us simplify the complexity in data



why summarize?

- a researcher gives 25 participants a list of 10 words.  After 10 minutes, they are asked to 

write down the words they remember - these words are then counted. The list of scores is:

7, 8, 5, 8, 5, 6, 9, 6, 5, 7, 7, 8, 3, 8, 7, 9, 3, 7, 8, 7, 6, 8, 5, 10, 7

- the researcher would like to present a summary of her data.  

- what would be some helpful summary information to present to an audience?

- minimum/maximum value in the dataset? 

- range = maximum – minimum

- most common score in the dataset? average score?



data and tables

- tables/spreadsheets allow us to view 
data in a sequential and ordered manner

- view the data

- raw data: when each participant’s 
observation is a different row of data

- easy calculations from raw data

- min/max, range, sum

- is it easy to visually tell which is the most 
common value in the dataset?

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uD6vX4JxAJYn7jdYEE6RLl6eh0kDihLDP0_ArTMelaA/edit?usp=sharing


frequency table

- an organized tabulation of the number of scores at each value of 
the measurement scale

- gives a picture of how the scores are distributed on the scale

- go to second sheet

- each row is a possible value on the scale of measurement

- frequency (f) records how often a particular score was observed, 
i..e, how many people had that score?

- adding up the frequencies will give you the total number of 
people whose scores were measured, i.e., sample size

- fX = product of a score and number of people with that score

- adding up fX will give you the total SUM of ALL scores



relative frequency

- relative frequency refers to the 

proportion and the percentage of the 

total group that is associated with each 

score, i.e., what proportion/percentage of 

people had this score?

- proportion (0 to 1)= !
"

- percentage (0 to 100) = !
"

x 100



from tables to graphs: histograms

- visualizing the frequency of scores is helpful [video tutorials on course website]



histograms vs bar graphs

- view the “bar graph” sheet

- what kind of variable (NOIR)?

- how many participants?

- histograms are for continuous 

variables

- bar graphs are for discrete variables 

(nominal / ordinal)



your survey responses!

- most of you filled out a Survey of Attitudes Towards Statistics (SATS)

- the questions spanned six different domains

- affect: how you feel about statistics

- cognitive competence: how you assess your intellectual abilities towards statistics

- difficulty: how you assess the difficulty of statistics as a subject

- effort: how much effort you expect to put into the course

- interest: your level of interest in the course

- value: your assessment of how relevant or useful statistics will be in your life 



survey data exploration

- responses ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree)

- what type of data (NOIR)?

- scores on individual items

- components?

- minimum/maximum score in the dataset? range?

- high scores indicate positive attitudes

- low scores indicate negative attitudes



activity

- data: your responses on the 

item “I will like statistics”

- construct a frequency table

- compute f, fX, proportion, and percentage

- will need to “make a copy” to edit doc

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EtbljzjkLsClMsM6MTIDqFFuMaTQRJ0s2Joxl1LYUK4/edit?usp=sharing




grouped frequency tables

- when scores cover a wide range of possible values, it is useful to bin the data together 

into groups

- general guidelines

- aim for approximately 10 bins/class intervals

- the interval width should be a “simple” number (e.g., 5s, 10s, etc.)

- lowest score should be multiple of class interval (e.g., starting from 5)

- all intervals should have the same width

- real limits (continuous data): an interval of 5-10 really is an interval from 4.5 to 10.5



example



frequency polygons

- contains the same data as a frequency 

histogram or table



shapes of distributions

- populations are often displayed using smooth

curves

- distributions are typically described along 

three dimensions

- shape (symmetric, skewed, etc.)

- central tendency (unimodal, bimodal, etc.)

- variation/tailedness (kurtosis)



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 10



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 20



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 60



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 100



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 1000



shapes of distributions

- distributions of larger samples tend to be smoother

n = 10000



normal distribution

- the normal distribution is commonly observed for 

large numbers of scores

- normal ≈ typical, i.e., observed quite often

- real-life normal distributions: human heights/weights, 

test scores, etc.

- has a precise mathematical form that depends on 

two parameters (mean and standard deviation), 

which determine how frequent a given observation is



other distributions

- bernoulli (only 2 possible outcomes)

- binomial (bernoulli many times)

- uniform (same frequency for all)

- poisson (high frequency for low X) 

- exponential 

- F distribution(s)

- t distribution(s)

- chi-square distribution(s)



ranks and percentiles

- sometimes, we want to know about the position of a 
specific score / individual within a distribution of 
scores

- examples?

- rank/percentile rank: percentage of individuals with 
scores at or below the particular value



cumulative frequency

- cumulative frequency = cf

= frequency of scores up until 

that point

- cumulative percentage = c% 

= #!
"
∗ 100

= percentile



percentile

- which score corresponds to the 

88th percentile?

- which score corresponds to the 

36th percentile?

- always use real limits



interpolation 

- which score corresponds to the 50th 
percentile?

- if we don’t have the percentile in the table, 
then we use interpolation

- percentile between 36 and 64 (interval 
width = 28 points) and scores between 6.5 
and 7.5 (interval width = 1 point)

- 50% is 14 points away from 64%, i.e., 
14/28 = ½ of the total interval width, i.e., 
½ *(1) = 0.5 points

- so, we go 0.5 points down from the top 
score of 7.5, i.e., 7 points is the 50th 
percentile



big takeaways from today

- jot down the key takeaways from today 

without looking at the slides/notes someplace 

you can revisit

- retrieval practice + elaborative encoding

- FYI: we are NOT covering stem and leaf plots



next time

- before class

• prep: video tutorial: Summarizing data

• apply: problem set 1 (chapter 2 problems)

• prep: read Chapter 3 from the Gravetter & Wallnau (2017) textbook.

- during class

- what is a model? 

- a framework for understanding data

https://drive.google.com/file/d/198UgYH2am7THaPztrXmS8GFQY3F4el-E/view?usp=sharing

